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ENHANCED ENERGY PLAN  

Section I.  Introduction 

Intent of Energy Plan 

 
The City of Vergennes recognizes our individual and collective responsibility to help reduce and conserve the energy 

we all use. Vergennes believes it serves its citizens’ interests by conserving energy, reducing our consumption of non-
renewable energy and shifting our usage to carbon free or carbon neutral renewable energy sources. It also believes 
the Energy Plan must create a vision and clear policy statements for the City to follow concerning energy conservation, 
consumption and generation within the City. By this Plan Vergennes intends to exercise more control over the types of 
energy choices made within the City. 

 
One of the principal ways for Vergennes to gain more control over its energy policies is to meet the municipal 

determination standards for enhanced energy planning enabled in 24 V.S.A. 4352.  By pursuing enhanced energy 
planning Vergennes agrees that its energy plan will further regional and state energy goals, including the goal of having 
90% of the energy used in Vermont obtained through renewable sources by 2050 (“90 x 50”) and the following: 

 
Vermont's greenhouse gas reduction goals under 10 V.S.A. § 578(a); 
Vermont's 25 by 25 goal for renewable energy under 10 V.S.A. § 580; 
Vermont's building efficiency goals under 10 V.S.A. § 581; 
State energy policy under 30 V.S.A. § 202a and the recommendations for regional and municipal energy planning 
pertaining to the efficient use of energy and the siting and development of renewable energy resources contained 
in the State energy plans adopted pursuant to 30 V.S.A. §§ 202 and 202b (State energy plans);  
and the distributed renewable generation and energy transformation categories of resources to meet the 
requirements of the Renewable Energy Standard under 30 V.S.A. §§ 8004 and 8005; 
 

      To receive a positive determination of energy compliance, an enhanced energy plan must be duly adopted,  
regionally approved and must contain the following information:  
 
A. An analysis of current energy resources, needs, scarcities, costs, and problems. 
B. Targets for future energy use and generation. 
C. Pathways, or implementation actions, to help the municipality achieve the established targets. 
D. Mapping to help guide the conversation about the siting of renewables.   
 
A positive determination of compliance with the requirements of enhanced energy planning will enable the 

Vergennes Plan to achieve “substantial deference” from the Public Utilities Commission in Section 248 applications for 
energy transmission or generation facilities (wind facilities, solar facilities, hydro facilities, etc.). The Public Utilities 
Commission applies the “substantial deference” standard when evaluating a proposed generation or transmission 
project under Criteria (b)(1)- “0rderly Development of the Region”, of Section 248. Substantial deference increases the 
respect the Public Utilities Commission will need to provide to clearly articulated policies in this Plan.  

 
This plan includes the required analysis, target data, the goals, policies and implementation actions, and associated 

mapping necessary to meet the standards for an enhanced energy plan. Topics covered include energy conservation 
and efficiency as it relates to thermal and electrical energy usage, transportation and land use planning. The plan also 
includes energy generation and siting standards and policies proclaiming the type and size, and also suitable locations 
for energy generation facilities in Vergennes. Lastly, it specifies the goals, policies and actions Vergennes will undertake 
to help implement conservation and efficiency policies to help meet the State’s larger renewable goals.  
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Energy Plan Assumptions: 
This plan is based on the assumptions that: 

● Energy costs will increase in the future; 
● The full social, environmental, and economic costs of energy are not reflected in present market prices; 
● The public interest is served by conserving energy, reducing consumption of nonrenewable energy and 

shifting reliance to renewable energy; and, 
● Each municipality must play a role in shaping and implementing policies and actions that promote wise 

energy use. 

Outline of How to Read this Plan 

 
This plan breaks energy demand, usage and future projections and projects into the following five Sections: 
 
1. Section II, Thermal Use: This section focuses mostly on Energy used for space heating.   
2. Section III, Transportation Use: This section focuses on energy used for Transportation. 
3. Section IV, Electrical Use: This section focuses mostly on energy used for operating equipment, but electrical use 

is predicted to expand significantly to include transportation and heating equipment as indicated in the first and 
fourth sections.  

4. Section V, Land Use, Generation and Transmission: This section focuses on land use planning as it relates to 
energy conservation (i.e.: reduction of vehicle trips), siting of new energy generation and transmission 
resources. Additionally, this section includes a mapping analysis of energy resources and constraints. 

5.    Section VI, Community Standards for Siting Energy Projects: Siting and visual mitigation standards for new 
energy generation facilities that reflect the land use policies of the individual communities. 
 

Each of Sections II-V noted above contain the following three subsections: 
Use Analysis 
Targets 
Pathways to Implementation 

 
1.  “Use Analysis” will analyze current usage data in Vergennes for each of the four energy sectors. It includes 

charts of usage and a discussion concerning the usage data.  
2. “Targets” will look at future projections of usage if Vergennes is to meet the State goal of using 90% renewables 

by 2050. This subsection contains projections of usage targets corresponding to one scenario that would 
theoretically meet that goal. In 2016 Addison County Regional Planning Commission worked with the Vermont 
Energy Investment Corporation (VEIC) and the Vermont Department of Public Service (“PSD”) to develop 
regional targets for future energy use and generation that met the State of Vermont’s 90 x 50 goal.   However, 
there are numerous ways for Vermont to achieve the 90 x 50 goal. The Target Scenario included in this plan 
represents Vergennes’s participation in the Region’s goals. It also represents an approach that appears 
reasonable, and economical given current technology and understanding of probable technological advances in 
the timeframe from the present to mid-century. For more information about the regional targets, please see the 
Addison County Regional Energy Plan (www.acrpc.com).   

3.  “Pathways to Implementation”, provides goals, policies and recommended actions to implement the plan.  
 
Section VI contains Vergennes specific criteria for siting new generation projects. 
 

http://www.acrpc.com/
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Section II.  Thermal Use 

Thermal Use Analysis 

An estimate of current residential thermal energy demand in Vergennes, based on data from the American Community 
Survey (“ACS”), a product of the United States Census (2012-2016), is shown in Table 1.  The data shows that the 
majority of residences in Vergennes use fuel oil as their primary heating source (55%). Fuel oil is followed by propane, 
serving about 31% of households and natural gas, electricity and wood serving nearly all of the remainder about 4% 
each1.   

 

Table 1. Municipal Current Residential Thermal Energy Use 

Fuel Source 
VERGENNES Households 
(ACS 2012-2017) 

VERGENNES % of 
Households 

VERGENNES Residential 
Heating Square Feet 

VERGENNES BTU (in 
Billions) 

Natural Gas 50 4.4% 51,000 3 

Propane 348 30.8% 549,300 33 

Electricity 46 4.1% 80,100 5 

Fuel Oil 619 54.8% 1,043,760 63 

Coal 0 0.0% 0 0 

Wood 50 4.4% 93,660 6 

Solar 11 1.0% 16,908 1 

Other 5 0.4% 9,840 1 

No Fuel 0 0.0% 0 0 

Total 1129 100.0% 1,844,568 111 
 
The following graph, Graph 1, compares the price trends of various fuels used by Vermont residents from May 2008 
through July 2015.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Graph 1. Vermont Average Fuel Prices, May 2008 – July 2015 
 

 
1The data in Table 1 dates to about 2015 from the American community census. Since that time, with the new Vermont Gas 

service to Vergennes, Vermont Gas data indicates that about 237 households, about 27% of all households use natural gas as of April 
2019. Most of the users have converted from propane, as there are very small capital costs associated with the switch.   
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Like the graph above, the table below lists the relative cost per million BTUs of heating fuels in Vermont as of January 
2015 (November 2014 for natural gas and September 2014 for green wood and pellets). 
 

Table 2. Comparing the Cost of Heating Fuels 
 

 
The information contained in Tables 1 and 2 and Graph 1 are important because they show the recent state of energy 
use in Vergennes.  Table 1 shows that most residents in the City of Vergennes rely on fossil fuels (Heating oil, propane 
and natural gas) to heat their homes.  In order to meet State targets, Vergennes residents will need to eliminate the 
use of fossil fuels by 2050. Making homes more thermally efficient reduces fossil fuel use. Improvements in technology 
can make fuels work more efficiently.  However, over the long-term, it will also be necessary to replace fossil fuel 
sources with renewable fuel sources, such as electricity produced through renewable generation. The cost of the 
change, principally the capital investment in new equipment, constitute the major barriers to entry.  However, Table 2 
shows that the comparative costs of each type of fuel generally favors switching to wood heat and renewable electric 
heat pumps. Graph 1, shows that these costs, while fluctuating significantly over time, stay relatively constant with 
respect to each other. While the City of Vergennes has little control over the cost of energy, it can and does work to 
encourage conservation, efficiency and lower local generation costs.  As an example, Vergennes does encourage its 
citizens to work with local providers of services promoting weatherization and efficiency. Services available that 
promote weatherization and efficiency include: 

 
● The Champlain Valley Office of Economic Opportunity (CVOEO) provides fuel assistance to income-qualified 

residents either on a seasonal basis (call CVOEO at 800-479-6151) or on a crisis basis (call CVOEO Addison 
Community Action at 388-2285). The CVOEO website, CVOEO.org, describes additional fuel assistance programs 
available to Vermont residents. 

● Efficiency Vermont, Vermont’s efficiency utility, has a number of programs to improve energy efficiency. It 
describes most on its informative home page at Efficiencyvermont.com. Current programs, including energy 
audits, incentives for Home Performance with Energy Star, information on appliances and compact fluorescent 
and LED bulbs, building an Energy Star home, home heating help, rebate information, and Efficiency Vermont’s 
reference library.  

● Champlain Valley Weatherization Service, part of CVOEO, provides free weatherization services to income-
qualified Addison County households.  

● Neighborworks of Western Vermont also offers audits and subsidized weatherization services through their 
Heatsquad program https://heatsquad.org/. 

● Vermont Gas, now that it serves the City of Vergennes also offers thermal heating efficiency programs 
https://VermontGas.com   

https://heatsquad.org/
https://vermont/
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Vermont also has residential energy standards. Officially called the “Residential Building Energy Standards” (RBES), the 
Residential Energy Code is a minimum standard of energy efficiency for all new residential construction in Vermont. The 
Vermont Residential Energy Code Handbook edition 4.1 March 1, 2015 contains Vermont’s residential building 
standards.  REBS encompasses two requirements:  

1. A technical requirement that includes minimum standards for energy-efficient building components and 
construction practices.   

2. A certification requirement for reporting compliance. Upon completion state law requires every Vermont 
builder to self-certify that the home complies with the Code as built. The builder must complete and sign a 
certificate and submit it to the City Clerk for filing. This should be on record before the Zoning Administrator 
issues a Certificate of Occupancy. 
 

The RBES noted above are enforced through the local Zoning Administrator. As the Zoning Administrator needs to 
interact with the builder and homeowner, the Zoning Administrator’s duty to enforce the RBES also constitutes an 
opportunity for the City to communicate with homeowners regarding energy programs and conservation opportunities. 
 
Since residential structures consume roughly 54% of the thermal energy consumed within the City, a little more than 
half of the thermal energy changes that will need to take place in Vergennes to meet the targets will need to be done by 
individual homeowners.  
 
In addition to the residential thermal uses and opportunities for weatherization noted above, Vergennes also has 
commercial buildings using energy for heating. Estimates for commercial and industrial thermal energy use are more 
difficult to calculate.  An estimate of total commercial thermal energy use, or heat, is provided in Table 3 and based on 
data from the Vermont Department of Labor (VT DOL) and the Vermont Department of Public Service (VT PSD). 
 

Table 3. Current Municipal Commercial Energy Use 

Column1 

Commercial 
Establishments 
 in Municipality (VT 
DOL 2017) 

Estimated Thermal 
Energy BTUs 
 per Commercial 
Establishment  
(in Billions) (VT Dept. 
of Public Service) 

Estimated Thermal Energy 
BTUs 
 by Commercial 
Establishments in 
Municipality (in Billions) 

Municipal Commercial Energy Use 129 1 94 

 
As Table 3 shows, Vergennes has 129 commercial establishments. Assuming the estimates in this table are realistic, 
these 129 commercial establishments account for approximately 46% of the thermal BTU’s used in Vergennes.  
Therefore, conservation and reduction of heat energy in this business community has the potential to significantly 
reduce the overall thermal use. Green Mountain Power (“GMP”) has efficiency incentives for businesses as well as 
homeowners.  While GMP’s programs have traditionally focused on electric efficiency, the program has recently 
expanded to include thermal benefits. Vermont Gas also has several programs designed for businesses. All businesses in 
Vergennes are encouraged to speak with GMP and Vermont Gas about conducting an energy audit and determining 
improvements that may help them increase their thermal efficiency to reduce the amount of energy they use.  
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Thermal Targets 

Thermal targets for Vergennes include increasing weatherization of homes, increase in new efficient wood heat systems 
and switching to efficient heat pump systems.   
See the tables below for one scenario of target numbers to meet the 90 X 50 State goal.2 

 

TABLE 4A. Residential Thermal Efficiency Targets 2025 2035 2050 

Residential - Increased Efficiency and Conservation 
 (% of municipal households to be weatherized) 2% 9% 47% 

    

TABLE 4B. Commercial Thermal Efficiency Targets 2025 2035 2050 

Commercial - Increased Efficiency and Conservation 
 (% of commercial establishments to be weatherized) 17% 18% 51% 

    
Table 4C. Thermal Fuel Switching Targets (Residential and Commercial) - Wood 
Systems 2025 2035 2050 

New Efficient Wood Heat Systems (in units) 6 11 57 

    

Table 4D. Thermal Fuel Switching Targets (Residential and Commercial) - Heat Pumps 2025 2035 2050 

New Heat Pumps (in units) 115 280 549 
 
    

Table 4E. Use of Renewables - Heating 2025 2035 2050 

Renewable Energy Use as a Percentage of Heating BTUs 49.7% 61.4% 83.7% 
 
To hit the goal of 90% renewable energy use in Vergennes, the State DPS established three targets addressing 

thermal heating efficiency. Each of the three targets reduces or changes the type of fuel used for space-heating.  In 
order to hit the targets by 2050, property owners in Vergennes will need to make significant improvements to their 
homes and businesses.  Approximately half of the houses (47%) and businesses (51%) in Vergennes will need to be 
weatherized to conserve energy used to heat those spaces.  

 
Electricity currently plays a small role in heating Vergennes homes, about 4%. In order to meet targets, nearly all of 

the houses currently heating with oil, natural gas or propane (and some heating with wood) will need to switch to 
efficient electric heat pumps. Table 4E assumes that the electricity powering the heat pumps referenced will be 
renewable. By 2050, 83.7% of heating BTU’s will need to be supplied by renewable sources.  

Thermal Pathways to Implementation - Goals, Policies and Recommended Actions 

Given the large changes that Vergennes will need to make to conserve energy and switch fuels in pursuit of its energy 
targets, Vergennes adopts the following Goals, Policies and Recommended Actions for itself and its citizens.  
 

 
2Tables 4A-4E are based on a methodology developed by the PSD using data from the regional Long-range Energy Alternatives 

Planning (LEAP) analysis and ACS. The data in the table represents the percentage of municipal households that will need to be 
weatherized in the target years. The targets for Tables 4A and 4B are cumulative for the City. As an example, in table 4A, only 2% of 
homes need to be weatherized by 2025 to meet that target. By 2035 that number increases to 9% and increases dramatically again 
to 47% by 2050. 
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Goal 

A. Increase Vergennes’ thermal energy efficiency and self-sufficiency by reducing its energy use, and reducing its carbon 
footprint to meet local and State targets of 90% renewable energy by 2050.  

Policies and Recommended Actions 

1. Create an Energy Committee to promote thermal efficiency in municipal buildings. 
a. Conduct an energy audit of all municipal buildings, including the City Hall, fire station, public works 

garage, wastewater treatment plant, and Police Station to identify weatherization retrofits. 
b. Incorporate audit recommendations into the municipal capital budget. 
c. Encourage the Addison Northwest School District to conduct an energy audit and incorporate audit 

recommendations into the school capital budget. 
 

2. Encourage and promote local and sustainably harvested wood and efficient wood heating, including wood chips 
and pellets. 
 

3. Encourage Vergennes residents and businesses to weatherize their homes and buildings and support that effort 
by coordinating with CVOEO, NeighborWorks of Western Vermont, Efficiency Vermont, Green Mountain Power 
Vermont Gas and any other weatherization service provider to encourage Vergennes residents to participate in 
weatherization programs. 
 

4. Consider working with Vermont Gas to create renewable natural gas as a by-product of Vergennes Wastewater 
Treatment Plant and offer the gas to sale for thermal heating for Vergennes homes and businesses. 
 

5. Encourage proposed development to optimize design features and energy systems that conserve energy or use 
renewable sources. 

a. Promote the installation of air source and geothermal heat pumps to reduce residential energy 
consumption and CO2 production. 
b. Promote the use of the residential and commercial building energy standards through the Zoning 
Administrator’s distribution of information on Vermont’s Energy Codes in order to permit applicants and 
explain options for energy efficiency.3  
c. Amend zoning and subdivision regulations to address and encourage opportunities for improvements 
in energy efficient homes and commercial spaces.  
d. A relatively few businesses use a very high proportion of thermal energy in Vergennes. Work with 
ACCOC, the Vergennes Partnership and ACEDC to create a business support group to help businesses 
reduce their thermal consumption of energy. 

 
  
 

 

 

Section III.  Transportation Use  

Transportation Use Analysis 

 
3 Zoning Administrator’s Handbook, Vermont Land Use: Education & Training Collaborative (October, 2015) 
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Like most Vermonters, the majority of Vergennes residents drive themselves to work and to shop, rather than carpool or 
take public transport. More than any other sector, the transportation costs borne by residential vehicle use demonstrate 
the scope of the change that will need to take place in Vergennes to meet the State’s energy goals.  
 

Table 5. Current Municipal Transportation Energy Use 

Transportation Data 
Municipal 
Data 

Total # of Vehicles (ACS 2011-2015) 1,653 

Average Miles per Vehicle (VTrans) 11,356 

Total Miles Traveled 18,771,468 

   

Realized MPG as of 2015 (VTrans 2017 Energy Profile) 18.6 

Total Gallons Use per Year 1,009,219 

Transportation BTUs (Billion) 122 

   

Average Cost per Gallon of Gasoline (RPC) 2.31 

Gasoline Cost per Year 2,331,295 
 
Table 5 above shows the number of vehicles, average miles for vehicle and average miles traveled by vehicles per 

year. It also shows the gallons of fuel used per year. Overall, because of its compact nature and proximity to most 
services, Vergennes may do somewhat better than the Vermont averages used to estimate the amount Vergennes 
residents spend on fuel. However, this estimate confidently estimates that residents spend over $2,331,295/yr. on 
gasoline, a fossil fuel product produced outside the area. Clearly, conservation by reducing miles traveled, fuel-switching 
and alternative transportation infrastructure demonstrate potential to save residents money over the long-term.  

Transportation Targets 

The increasing expense of fossil fuels noted above should provide a significant incentive to move towards the proposed 
targets contained in Tables 6 A and B below.  
 

Table 6A. Transportation Fuel Switching Target - Electric Vehicles 2025 2035 2050 

Electric Vehicles 145 988 1926 

    
Table 6B. Transportation Fuel Switching Target - Biodiesel 
Vehicles 2025 2035 2050 

Biodiesel Vehicles 32 54 78 

 
As Table 6A illustrates, to meet the proposed targets by 2050, assuming growth, nearly all personal vehicles in 
Vergennes will need to run on renewably generated electricity.  Additionally, Table 6B illustrates that most commercial 
vehicles will need to switch from diesel to biodiesel.  
 
To sustain the increase in electric vehicles, however, Vergennes will need to develop infrastructure that supports electric 
vehicle charging stations in several locations in the City and encourage home-based outlets. 

Converting fuels, but continuing to primarily rely on single family vehicles will only produce so much savings. In 
order to reduce vehicle miles travelled, Vergennes will need to encourage other lifestyle changes.  These include 
supporting and building alternative transportation infrastructure and promoting more compact land development 
options in specific areas close to necessary services. Offering increased public transportation options provides additional 
opportunities for residents to cut down on transportation costs and energy consumption. The Tri-Town Shuttle, 
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operated by Addison County Transit Resources (ACTR), has been providing public transit service to the City of Vergennes 
since 2000.  In 2006, Burlington/Middlebury LINK service was added which provided additional travel options 
southbound to Middlebury and northbound to Burlington.  The LINK is operated Monday thru Friday by Green Mountain 
Transit (GMT) and Saturdays by ACTR.  ACTR’s Tri-Town Vergennes Shuttle generates nearly 15,000 rides annually while 
its Saturday Burlington/Middlebury LINK generates nearly 3000 more. Additionally, GMT’s weekday LINK service 
provides 2,500- 3,500 rides annually. The statistics clearly demonstrate the potential for increased transit use in 
Vergennes.  Schedule info for Tri-Town and Burlington LINK services: 

https://actr-vt.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/schedule-map_Tri-Town-Shuttle_08-28-18.pdf            
https://actr-vt.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/schedule-map_Burlington-LINK_08-28-18-1.rev_.pdf 
 
The majority of Vergennes residents travel to work outside of the city – many to Middlebury.  Additionally, 

commuters to the city’s major employer, Collins Aerospace (formerly UTC), have a workplace parking shortage.  ACTR 
and Go Vermont! offer commute trip reduction programs that allow area residents to match their commuting needs 
with shared rides.  Both ACTR buses and carpooling/vanpooling can benefit these residents by conserving money spent 
on fuel and on reduced maintenance on vehicles.  Shared rides provide an opportunity to reduce the number of single 
occupant vehicles currently using Vergennes roads, benefitting all.  Shared rides reduce the amount of carbon being 
released into the atmosphere, thereby improving air quality and combating climate change trends by lowering 
greenhouse gas production.   
 
Finally, Vergennes can create infrastructure that promotes biking and walking within the City to reduce vehicle miles 
travelled. Ensuring the Municipal Development Plan and the Zoning and Subdivision Regulations create a city with 
services and jobs for Vergennes’ residents constitute another way to reduce the community’s reliance on single 
occupancy vehicular travel.  

Transportation Pathways to Implementation - Goals, Policies and Recommended Actions 

Given the significant changes that Vergennes will need to adopt to switch fuel sources in order to meet 
statewide targets, Vergennes promotes the following Goals, Policies and Recommended Actions for itself and 
its citizens.  

Goal 

A. Reduce reliance on nonrenewable fossil fuels, and shift reliance to renewable energy sources.  

Policy and Recommended Actions 

 
1.    Create infrastructure supporting electric vehicles within Vergennes; 

a. Plan for and install electric vehicle charging infrastructure on municipal property.   

b. Incorporate EV ready standards into building codes. This can be as simple as requiring 220v outlets in 

garages or outside outlets in close proximity to parking spaces. 

c. Encourage the supervisory district and other major employers in the Region, to install (additional) EV 

charging stations for employees. 

d. Consider the use of reserved parking spaces for electric vehicles in the downtown area. 

e. Encourage employers to utilize telecommuting employees and alternative scheduling to reduce commuter 

traffic and duration. 

 

Goal 

B. Maintain or reduce vehicle miles traveled per capita to 2011 levels by reducing the amount of single occupancy 

vehicle (SOV) commute trips.   

https://actr-vt.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/schedule-map_Tri-Town-Shuttle_08-28-18.pdf
https://actr-vt.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/schedule-map_Burlington-LINK_08-28-18-1.rev_.pdf
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Policies and Recommended Actions 

 

1. Support regional efforts to increase access to safe every day walking and cycling within and across municipal 

borders.  

a. Review municipal road standards to ensure that they reflect all “complete streets” principles applicable to 

the road specifically in question. 

b. Work with public works to make small, but important infrastructure improvements to roadways 

benefiting bicycle travel each time Vergennes repaves a road (Examples would include a bike lane on a hill or 

dangerous corner, striping, signage or other cost-effective methods of creating complete streets).  

c. Implement the Better Connections plan to build out the sidewalk network and create connectivity within 

the City.  

d. Continue with sidewalk improvements and consider a sidewalk out to the Park and Ride in Ferrisburgh. 

e. Support the Vergennes representative sitting on the Walk-Bike Council of Addison County to foster safe 

and accessible opportunities for walking and cycling as an alternative to SOV. 

f. Create additional biking lanes, walking paths and trails around Vergennes. 

g. Promote other land use changes and practices that reduce the resident’s reliance on single family vehicle 

trips (Please see the land use Changes section for recommended actions.) 

h. Participate in the Tri-town Bike Loop Planning Project and commit to build the infrastructure 

recommended in the planning effort.  

 

2. Support state and regional public transportation programs serving Vergennes and ask major 
employers to promote energy efficient commuting. 
a. Work with ACTR to support and increase the use of existing transit service and to explore 
creative approaches to service for Vergennes, including an in-City service, small capacity 
rideshare, ZipCar style micro-lease, and even self-driving EVs for a connecting service within the 
City. 
b. Maintain a Vergennes representative on the ACTR Board to bring Vergennes issues to the table. 

c. Support use of the Park and Ride in Ferrisburgh that Vergennes residents use for ride-sharing 
programs. 
d. Support development of passenger rail to the Vergennes Rail Station. 
 

Section IV.  Electrical Use  

Electrical Use Analysis 

Table 5 depicts an estimate of current electricity use in Vergennes. This data, from June 2017, is available from Efficiency 
Vermont. These numbers represent everyday electrical use by residents, and commercial and industrial businesses. 
Vergennes annually consumes an average of 21,971,286 kWh of electricity, or an average of 1,830,940 kWh/month.   
 

Table 7. Current Electricity Use - City of Vergennes 

Sector 
Current Electricity Use 
 (Efficiency Vermont) 

Residential (kWh) 6,654,786 

Commercial and Industrial (kWh) 15,316,500 

Total (kWh) 21,971,286 
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Currently, lighting and appliances drive residential electrical use in Vergennes. Residential customers use roughly 30% of 
the electricity in Vergennes. Commercial use stems from lights, motors, pumps and other equipment.  These commercial 
uses account for roughly 70% of all electricity currently consumed in Vergennes.   

Electrical Targets 

Like the thermal targets noted above, Vergennes will need to focus on efficiency and conservation to impact the amount 
of electricity that it uses. In order to reduce residential consumption, the targets will require individual home owners to 
increase the efficiency of their homes’ electrical fixtures, motors and bulbs.   
 
Commercial businesses will also need to improve their electrical efficiency to meet the goals noted below.  As roughly 
70% of the electric load, making changes in the relatively few commercial accounts may constitute a quick way to make 
significant electrical efficiency gains. Accordingly, encouraging a few big users to conserve energy could dramatically 
reduce the total consumption of electricity in Vergennes.  
 
Table 8A, below, shows that Vergennes must increase its efficiency and conservation, not including the transportation 
and heating changes noted in Tables 8B and 8C below, by 59% by 2050 to meet the proposed targets. This plan 
anticipates significant decreases in residential, non-thermal electricity consumption due to investments in more efficient 
technology and conservation. By 2050, these new improvements should save an amount equal to 59% of the total 
residential, non-thermal electricity used by Vergennes residents in 2015.  It’s not magic. These numbers are realistic 
based upon efficiency gains we as a society have been achieving through technology.  Think of the technological 
progress from incandescent bulbs to compact fluorescent lightbulbs, to Light Emitting Diode (LED) lighting.  These newer 
technologies use less than 25% energy of a traditional incandescent bulb. Increased utilization of these bulbs and other 
technology can drive this change.  4 

 

Table 8A. Electricity Efficiency Targets 2025 2035 2050 

Increase Efficiency and Conservation (BTUs) 10.8% 37.2% 59.2% 
 
However, even with significant efficiency steps taken by businesses and residents, the electric heat pumps and electric 
cars touted in the previous two sections as technological innovations to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels, will increase 
Vergennes resident’s consumption of electricity.  
 
Tables 8B and 8C reflect the significant percentages of conversions illustrated as necessary in the previous two chapters 
to reduce reliance on carbon-based fuels.  

     

Table 8B. Use of Renewables - Transportation 2025 2035 2050 

Renewable Electrical Use - Transportation 2.7% 18.2% 83.5% 

    

Table 8C. Use of Renewables - Heating 2025 2035 2050 

Renewable Electrical Use - Heating 49.7% 61.4% 83.7% 

    

Table 8 D. Use of Renewables - Electricity 2025 2035 2050 

Total Renewable Electrical Use – (MWh) 13,623.76 15,785.50 18,012.75 
 

 
4 The percentages noted in Table 8A constitute the percentage savings based upon the reference scenario (limited changes) 

calculated in the LEAP model for Addison County. In other words, by changing how we act and the tools we use, we will use 51% less 
energy in 2050 to accomplish the same tasks that we currently perform at a much higher rate of energy consumption.  
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Table 8D shows the projected results of the fuel switching.  Interestingly, the City of Vergennes’s use of electric energy is 
projected to decrease by approximately 3,960 MWh by 2050 from its current level of approximately 21,971.29 MWh 
(See table 7) to 18,012.75 MWh.  Currently, commercial activities consume about 70% of the electric energy used in the 
City of Vergennes (See Table 7).  The Statewide models predict that commercial usage will drop significantly by 2050.  In 
the case of Vergennes, the savings in energy usage from commercial efficiency more than offset the increase in electrical 
usage projected for the residential sector, which is projected to rise significantly as people replace fossil fuels in both 
heating and transportation. Accordingly, Vergennes’s overall fuel usage should decrease. Moreover, since the electricity 
Vergennes uses will be derived from renewable sources, its use of fossil fuels will drop even more significantly.  
 

Electrical Pathways to Implementation - Goals, Policies and Recommended Actions 

Given the significant changes that Vergennes and its residents and businesses will need to adopt to conserve energy and 
increase efficiency in order to meet statewide targets, Vergennes promotes the following Goals, Policies and 
Recommended Actions for itself and its citizens.  

Goal 

A. Reduce reliance on nonrenewable energy sources such as oil and gas, and shift reliance to renewable electrical energy 
sources, thereby reducing carbon emissions and acid rain. 

Policies and Recommended Actions 

 
1. Support energy conservation efforts and the efficient use of energy by installing efficient electric equipment. 

a. Explore funding opportunities and implementation possibilities for upgrading the energy efficiency of all 

City buildings including the WWTP, Public Works, City Hall, fire station, and police station. 

b. Discourage the use of “always-on” parking lot lamps and other indoor and outdoor lighting in public 

spaces. 

 

2. Promote energy efficiency in all buildings, especially new ones. 
a. Promote improved compliance with the residential and commercial building energy standards by 

distributing code information to permit applicants and working closely with the Zoning Administrator. 

b. Incorporate EV (electric vehicle) ready standards into building codes such as installing a 220v outlet in 

garages or outside outlet next to driveways. 

c. Consider requiring new construction to comply with the “stretch energy codes” 

(http://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Energy_Efficiency/code_update/2015%20CBE

S%20Proposed%20Stretch_2015-2-3.pdf).  

d. Investigate installing municipal solar and/or wind net-metering facilities to offset municipal electric use.  

e. Create opportunities for citizens to invest in local renewable energy projects to power their homes and 

businesses. 

 

3.    Invite Green Mountain Power to a meeting with the Vergennes business community to discuss how they 

might participate in using the hydro-electric resource at the Falls in Otter Creek more efficiently.  

 

 

 

http://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Energy_Efficiency/code_update/2015%20CBES%20Proposed%20Stretch_2015-2-3.pdf
http://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Energy_Efficiency/code_update/2015%20CBES%20Proposed%20Stretch_2015-2-3.pdf
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Section V.  Land Uses, including Generation and Transmission 

Land Use, Generation and Transmission Analysis 

Land use and energy are closely related. Land use patterns exert a strong influence on major end uses of energy, 
including transportation, heating and cooling of buildings, and the energy used in developing infrastructure. Clustered 
development generally provides for greater energy efficiency. Clustering can potentially reduce the miles of road 
needed to connect homes and commercial buildings. As a result, school buses and snow plows travel shorter distances, 
and electric utility lines need not extend as far. Carefully considered placement of a building on a lot adds to the 
efficiency of any new structure by increasing passive solar gain and decreasing wind pressures. Vergennes, perhaps as 
much as any other municipality in the state of Vermont, has already established large areas of its land use pattern with 
clustered development.  Its Central Business district is surrounded by compact neighborhoods.  Vergennes shall keep 
refining its land use plan to promote clustered development of housing, businesses and services.   Vergennes’s Land Use 
Section promotes types of land use development designed to preserve energy. Readers are encouraged to look there for 
housing and general development policies and actions promoting energy efficient land use.  The remainder of this 
chapter focuses on land use decisions addressing energy infrastructure.   
 
Current Renewable Energy Generation  
 
Although Vergennes’s energy supply is largely consistent with statewide patterns, Vergennes does have a number of 
alternative energy installations that tap local energy resources.  A growing number of homes have photovoltaic systems 
that supply at least a portion of their electrical energy.  Thanks to Vermont’s net-metering law, owners of these systems 
can sell excess power back to the grid during periods of high solar production, and purchase grid power when needed. A 
number of other homes have solar domestic hot water systems. No homeowners currently use wind energy to generate 
electricity. Table 8 depicts Vergennes’s existing generation resources as of May 29, 2018 (Data was taken from 
https://www.vtenergydashboard.org/my-community). 

 

Table 9. Existing Generation Sites in Municipality 

Source Sites Generation (in MW) Generation (in MWh/year) 

Solar 76 1.6 2,044 

Wind 2 .115 277 

Hydro 1 2.4 10,600 

Biomass 1 0.00 0.00 

Other 0 0.00 0.00 

Total 80 4.115 12,911 

 
As Table 9, demonstrates, 80 different sites create 12,911MWh (or 12,911,000 kWh) of renewable power within 
Vergennes. The discussion below encompasses several types of renewable generation available to Vergennes residents 
and addresses how they might harness them to meet generation targets for the community.  
 
Types of Generation Potential 

 
Solar Energy 
 
On average, the energy equivalent of over five megawatt hours of solar energy falls on each acre of land in Vermont 
annually. Despite long winters and a variable climate, there is a relative abundance of sunshine and potential for utilizing 
solar energy. The challenge to using solar energy in Vermont is the seasonal difference in the amount of daylight hours 
between summer and winter. So, it would probably not be feasible at this time to rely solely on solar energy as the only 
power source in Vergennes. However, it can and does contribute to the energy mix. Seventy-six Vergennes customers 

https://www.vtenergydashboard.org/my-community
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currently use solar net-metering (Table 9).  Net metering involves the installation of grid-connected, on-site renewable 
electric generation.  Net-metering customers purchase power from the grid when needed, and export power to the grid 
when output exceeds demand, resulting in a credit against charges for purchased power. 
 
Many Vergennes residents have purchased a share in a Community Solar Array (CSA) located just outside Vergennes 
owned by SunCommon. Members of a CSA use solar credits produced by that array to reduce or eliminate their utility 
bill. The ownership percentage is purchased as a monthly fixed amount of electricity, enough to cover anticipated or 
historical electricity needs. Green Mountain Power monitors the solar production of the CSA year round and this shows 
up as a credit on the owner’s account. GMP manages the account but the source of the electricity is provided by the 
community solar array.  
 
The simplest use of sunlight is passive use for lighting and heating. Properly insulated buildings oriented so that their 
long axis is within 30 degrees of true south with unobstructed south facing windows can offset their space heating costs 
by 15 to 50 percent. Taking this one step further, floors and walls can be built of materials that will capture and store 
warmth from the sun. In many cases, passive solar buildings can be constructed at little or no extra cost, providing free 
heat and light – and substantial energy cost savings – for the life of the building.  
 
Solar water heating is another cost-effective solar application. Water heating is one of the largest energy costs for the 
City’s households. A water heating system that utilizes solar energy can reduce energy costs by up to 65 percent. A solar 
water heater cannot generally supply all the hot water needed year-round because of the climate and weather, so a 
back-up system is required. Consumers currently heating their domestic hot water with electricity would see the largest 
energy cost savings.  
 
New developments in photovoltaic cell (PV) technology, which converts solar energy into electricity, has led to PVs that 
are smaller, less expensive and more consumer-friendly – trends that should continue into the future. Photovoltaic cells 
come in a wide range of sizes and applications, from large collectors for utility-sized power plants to tiny cells built into 
consumer appliances 
 
Vergennes supports renewable energy generation installations sized, sited and constructed pursuant to the Community 
Siting Standards contained later in this document. Vergennes supports residential scale solar development in all areas of 
the City. Vergennes believes the best commercial/industrial solar sites in City would be in the areas specified as 
“preferred areas” for solar as enabled by Rule 5.100 of the Public Utilities Commission governing solar net-metering. 
These preferred areas are primarily located in the upper Northwest Quadrant of Vergennes (specifically north of 
McDonough Drive) and the lower Southwest Quadrant (specifically on either side of Route 22A as it exits Vergennes), as 
they contain sites that wouldn’t be visible from heavily travelled lanes or the downtown central business area. See Map 
5 showing preferred areas and the Vergennes Overlay map. Given its designation of these preferred sites, and the 
availability of other more appropriate sites, as defined by its siting standards, Vergennes has chosen to discourage 
ground mounted commercial or industrial scale solar generation from its Downtown, Historic, High and Medium Density 
Residential Districts. Vergennes land use plan for each of these districts supports high density mixed use residential 
neighborhoods. Since Vergennes believes creating high density neighborhoods around its downtown constitute a higher 
and better use of its limited land resources, it believes it is appropriate to treat commercial energy generation similarly 
to its treatment of other commercial activities in these Regions. Therefore, it discourages commercial solar production 
from these Land Use Planning Regions, choosing instead to steer ground mounted units to the preferred areas outside 
the core developed areas in and around its downtown.  
  
Biomass 
Biomass consists of renewable organic materials, including forestry and agricultural crops and residues, animal manure, 
wood and food processing wastes, and municipal solid waste. All these products or waste products can be used as 
energy sources. The benefits of these resources are that they are local, sustainable and often waste materials. Some 
biomass materials, such as wood, have been traditionally burned to provide heat. However, these materials can also be 
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used in more efficient ways, such as producing gas that can then be burned to generate heat or power. Vergennes has 
some limited potential sources of biomass including the City’s wastewater treatment system. Vergennes supports the 
use of biomass to create renewable natural gas for heat and/or power. Additionally, Vermont Gas has expressed interest 
in working with the City to use its Wastewater Treatment plant as a source for creating renewable natural gas.   
 
As Map 6 shows, Vergennes has very little significant forest resources within its municipal boundaries. As such, it does 
not believe that the use and development of commercial woody biomass will pay a large part in its energy future.  That 
being said, it does have one facility, the Senior housing development on Armory Lane that uses wood pellets as its 
primary heating source. Vergennes supports the use of wood heat in energy efficient and non-polluting wood stoves, 
furnaces or pellet boilers, but does not support a commercial heating or woody biomass pellet plant in Vergennes. 
 
Wind 
Wind power can be harnessed for both large and small-scale power generation. In recent years, several studies have 
shown that Vermont’s wind resource is abundant enough to meet a significant portion of the state’s electric energy 
needs. Ridgelines provide the best location for wind generation facilities, with elevations between 2,000 and 3,500 feet 
above sea level being ideal for maximum power production. In Vergennes, the mapping shows that most land within 
Vergennes is either poor or marginal for wind energy production.  Please see Map 2. Given the scarcity of the resource 
and the density of its population, Vergennes has chosen to prohibit industrial scale wind generation completely.  
 
The preferred areas for commercial wind power are primarily located in the upper Northwest Quadrant of Vergennes 
(specifically north of McDonough Drive and on top of Comfort Hill) and the lower Southwest Quadrant (specifically on 
either side of Route 22A as it exits Vergennes), as they contain sites that are more elevated and wouldn’t be visible from 
the downtown central business area. Commercial scale generation is prohibited in its Downtown, Historic, High and 
Medium Density Residential Districts.  Vergennes’ land use plan for each of these Regions supports high density mixed 
use residential neighborhoods. Since Vergennes believes creating high density neighborhoods around its downtown 
constitute a higher and better use of its limited land resources, it believes it is appropriate to limit commercial wind 
generation. Therefore, it discourages commercial wind production from these Land Use Planning Regions, choosing 
instead to steer commercial wind units to the preferred areas outside the core developed areas in and around its 
downtown.  
 
While large-scale generation is unlikely to be located in Vergennes outside of the areas discussed above, small 
commercial and residential wind turbines are possible. Vergennes currently hosts two wind turbines generating a total 
of 115.2kW or 276,508 kWh.  The most prominent of these is on the Northland Job Corps campus. Residential wind 
turbines, designed for individual residential or business use, usually generate under 15 kW. They have two or three 
blades usually with a diameter of eight to 24 feet. They are often mounted on a guyed monopole or a freestanding 
lattice tower ranging in height from about 80 to 120 feet. Turbines need to be 40 to 60 feet above nearby trees or other 
obstructions for optimum efficiency. This technology is developing rapidly and over the next decade it is expected that 
small wind turbines will become smaller, more efficient and affordable. Vergennes supports residential scale wind in all 
Districts that allow residential uses.  
 
 
Geothermal Energy 
Energy trickles from Earth’s interior to the surface at a modest average rate of about 350 watts per acre, far less than 
the solar input.  For Vergennes, far from major geological activity, that number is almost certainly significantly lower.  In 
addition, solar energy warms the Earth, especially in the summer, and some of that energy is stored as heat in the upper 
layers of soil and rock.  The result of these geothermal and solar effects is that soil temperatures just a few yards deep 
under Vermont average around 45˚F to 50˚F year-round.  This temperature is too low for direct heating, although it can 
help with summer cooling.  Nevertheless, the constant ground temperature represents a significant energy resource, 
and with appropriate technology it can be used as a heat source.  
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On the other hand, subsurface water has high heat capacity and can be used with water-source heat pumps to provide 
home heating in a way very similar to air-source (“cold climate”) heat pumps. These systems often use existing potable 
well water systems for the heat exchange. The principal energy input required is electricity for pumping water through 
the system, as well as driving the compressor, so economic feasibility is related to well depth. 
 
Hydropower 
There is one hydroelectric power generating facility in Vergennes, at the Otter Creek Falls on Mechanic Street. The dam 
over Otter Creek was constructed in 1910 and the Power and Light Company originally constructed this facility in 1911 
after purchasing the water rights in the area. The Vergennes Hydro Station is now owned, maintained and operated by 
GMP. This station generates power from the Otter Creek river flow, which drops approximately 40 feet in elevation from 
the City level to the Falls Basin. GMP operates this facility under a 30-year FERC license, Project #2674 that expires on 
June 1, 2029 as well as a 401 Water Quality Certification from VT ANR. The total station capacity is 2.6 MW (2,400kw) 
and the ten year average of its annual generation is 9,288 MW.  
 
The Vergennes Hydro Station includes two hydroelectric power generators and two diesel-powered engines, fueled from 
an above ground storage tank. The facility is used for peak and standby electric power generation, so the units run 
infrequently and are likely to be called upon during the coldest/hottest days of the year in support of the regional grid. 
The Vergennes Hydro facility is LIHI (Low Impact Hydro) Certified, which provides additional value for the renewable 
energy generated. Vergennes benefits from the generation via property taxes, as taxes are based on power generation. 
 
 

Mapping Generation Potential5 

Renewable Generation Resource Mapping  
ACRPC created a series of maps depicting generation resources and also potential constraints for the City of Vergennes. 
These maps show data as required by the Department of Public Service Determination Standards and are a required 
element of enhanced energy planning. The maps show areas that are potentially appropriate or inappropriate locations 
for future renewable generation facilities. The maps are a planning tool only. They generally, but not precisely, indicate 
locations where siting a facility is acceptable. When proposing a generation facility, applicants must verify the 
presence or absence of the natural resources and other specific characteristics of the site as a part of the application.  
Map 1 depicts the current transmission and distribution resources and constraints within Vergennes. Construction of 
new transmission facilities to support renewable energy generation can be a substantial driver for the total cost of the 
power the facility will generate. Knowing what infrastructure is available, and where, is an important planning 
component for renewable power development. Map 2 depicts the places with the best potential wind speed for 
development in Vergennes.  
The map displaying “State and Local Known Constraints” (Map 3) within this plan depicts natural resource layers that 
preclude renewable energy development. These “Known Constraints” depict places where, because of the natural 
resources located in the area, it would be prohibitive to secure a permit for energy development. A full description of 
each type of “Known Constraint” included on Map 3 is located in Table 10.  Statewide “Known Constraints” are listed 
first, followed by locally identified critical resources (“Known Constraints”) that also prohibit commercial scale 
renewable energy production.  
Map 4, entitled “State and Local Possible Constraints” depicts places where natural resources exist, but may not prohibit 
development. A full description of each type of “Possible Constraint” included on Map 4 is also located in Table 10. 
Statewide “Possible Constraints” are listed first, followed by locally identified resources that also serve as “Possible 
Constraints” on commercial scale renewable energy production.  
 

 
5 All maps depict information available at the time of their creation. Energy Developers and others must use the most current 

maps available. “Local known constraints” and “Local possible constraints” maps are available from the City of Vergennes.  
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The remaining maps show the location of where solar resources, wind resources and biomass resources exist in 
quantities that would support generation. These maps are depicted below as Map 5, Solar Resources, Map 6, Biomass 
Resources and Map 7, Wind Resources. These maps depict where generation resources exist, in relationship to the 
natural resources “Known Constraints” and “Possible Constraints” identified on Maps 3 and 4. Places with no “Known 
Constraints”, no “Possible Constraints” and baseline generation potential show as “Primary siting areas”. Places with 
“Possible Constraints” and baseline generation potential show as “Secondary siting areas”. Since the maps depict 
baseline generation resources, not necessarily the “best” places for generation resources in the area, users are 
encouraged to treat them cautiously. For example, the “Primary siting areas” on the Wind Resource Map depicts where 
the wind blows at the minimum velocity necessary to support wind power and where no “Known or Possible” natural 
resource constraints exist. As noted in the wind discussion above, while many places may meet the minimum criteria for 
wind development, they may not be the “best” areas for wind resources. Map 2 shows that Vergennes wind resources 
for most of the City rank as “marginal”.  
 
Map 8, Land Use and Zoning Overlay Districts, depicts the Solar Energy Overlay District.  This overlay illustrates areas 
within the City where solar energy generation is encouraged. 
 
Maps similar to those contained in this plan are available in a searchable format at ACRPC’s website. The “scalability” of 
the digital version of the maps makes them a much more valuable tool for those desiring to understand resources or 
constraints within a small area of the Region. However, these Regional maps do not contain locally identified constraints 
and should be read in that context.  
http://54.172.27.91/public/energysiting/regional_maps_sm/ 
 
A full list of known and possible constraints included on the maps is located in Table 10a.   The known constraints and 
possible constraints used to create the maps include constraints that are required per the State Determination 
Standards from the Department of Public Service and those added locally by the City of Vergennes Planning Commission.  

 

Table 10a– Mapping Constraints6 

Solar, Wind and Biomass Maps - Known Constraints 

Constraint Description Source 

Confirmed and unconfirmed vernal 
pools 

There is a 600-foot buffer around confirmed or unconfirmed 
vernal pools.  ANR 

State Significant Natural Communities 
and Rare, Threatened, and Endangered 

Species 

Rankings S1 through S3 were used as constraints. These include 
all of the rare and uncommon rankings within the file. For more 
information on the specific rankings, explore the methodology for 
the shapefile. VCGI 

DEC River corridors and FEMA 
Floodways Mapped River Corridors and Flood Plains were depicted.  ANR 

National Wilderness Areas 
Parcels of Forest Service land congressionally designated as 

wilderness. VCGI 

Class 1 and Class 2 Wetlands 
Vermont State Wetlands Inventory (VSWI) and advisory layers 

from site specific work collected by the municipality  VCGI 

 Downtown, Historic, High and 
Medium Density Residential Districts 

Vergennes’ Municipal Development Plan prohibits Commercial 
scale renewable energy facilities within these Districts. Vergennes 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6 “Local known constraints” and “Local possible constraints” maps are available from the City of Vergennes. 

http://54.172.27.91/public/energysiting/regional_maps_sm/
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Solar, Wind and Biomass Maps - Possible Constraints 

Constraint Description Source 

Protected lands 

 This constraint includes public lands held by agencies 
with conservation or natural resource oriented missions, 
municipal natural resource holdings (ex. City forests), public 
boating and fishing access areas, public and private 
educational institution holdings with natural resource uses 
and protections, publicly owned rights on private lands, 
parcels owned in fee by non-profit organizations dedicated 
to conserving land or resources, and private parcels with 
conservation easements held by non-profit organizations.  VCGI 

Deer wintering areas Deer wintering habitat as identified by the Vermont 
Agency of Natural Resources. ANR 

Hydric soils 
Hydric soils as identified by the US Department of 

Agriculture. VCGI 

Agricultural soils 
Local, statewide, and prime agricultural soils are 

considered. VCGI 

Act 250 Agricultural Soil Mitigation 
Areas Sites conserved as a condition of an Act 250 permit. ANR 

FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map 
(FIRM) special flood hazard areas 

Special flood hazard areas as digitized by the  
ACRPC were used (just the 100-year flood plain -500-year 
floodplain not mapped). The inclusion of this resource as a 
regional constraint is consistent with goals and policies of 
the Addison County Regional Plan. ACRPC 

Vermont Conservation Design Highest 
Priority Forest Blocks 

The lands and waters identified here are the  
areas of the state that are of highest priority for maintaining 
ecological integrity. Together, these lands comprise a 
connected landscape of large and intact forested habitat, 
healthy aquatic and riparian systems, and a full range of 
physical features (bedrock, soils, elevation, slope, and 
aspect) on which plant and animal natural communities 
depend. The inclusion of this resource as a regional 
constraint is consistent with goals and policies of the 
Addison County Regional Plan. (Source: ANR) ANR 

Locally Identified Wildlife Habitat  

Class 2 Wetland area behind Vergennes Elementary 
School designated as an Outdoor Classroom Vergennes 
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MAP 1 
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MAP 2 
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MAP 3 
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MAP 4 
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MAP 5 
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MAP 6 
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MAP 7 
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MAP 8 
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Calculating Theoretical Generation Potential 

With the assistance of the ACPRC, Vergennes used the maps above to identify the amount of energy potential in 
Vergennes. In addition to the maps, the calculations use some assumed values for the amount of land necessary to 
produce specified amounts of solar and wind energy. The results of this analysis, which constitutes a required part of the 
PSD’s “determination standards” to establish an “enhanced energy plan,” are depicted in Table 11, entitled, 
“Renewable Generation Potential in Vergennes”.   

 
Table 11. Renewable Generation Potential in Vergennes 

Source Generation Potential (in MW) Generation Potential (in MWh) 

Rooftop Solar 14 17,225 

Ground-mounted 
Solar 80 97,805 

Wind 542 1,662,539 

Hydro  0 0 

Biomass and 
Methane 0 0 

Other 0 0 

Total 636 1,777,569 
 
As Table 11 shows, the amount of renewable generation potential in Vergennes, as theoretically calculated from the 
maps, stands at 1,777,569 Megawatt hours (1,777,569 MWh). To provide context, Table 7 shows us that Vergennes 
currently uses just under twenty -two thousand Megawatt hours (21,971 MWh = 21,971,286 kWh).  Additionally, Table 9 
shows us that Vergennes currently produces just under 13,000 Megawatt hours of renewable electricity (12,911 MWh or 
12,911,000 kWh). 
 
Vergennes recognizes that the theoretical generation potential shown in Table 11 above dramatically overestimates the 
potential generation available. Not every acre that could be developed for energy in Vergennes will be developed. 
However, it also illustrates that Vergennes has an abundance of land from which it could theoretically generate 
renewable electricity.  Therefore, Vergennes can carefully consider the areas in which it wants to prefer and to allow 
renewable energy generation and the areas in which it wants to restrict generation, especially in the context of its 
renewable energy targets.  
 

Land Use - Renewable Generation Targets 

As a part of PSD requirements for Regional Enhanced Energy Planning, ACRPC calculated renewable energy generation 
targets for the Addison Region In its Regional Energy Plan, which it adopted in 2018. ACRPC also calculated the amount 
of energy the Region produced as of December 31, 2016. That number is approximately 136,000 Megawatt hours.7 This 
figure includes most of the current production in Vergennes. ACRPC then subtracted the energy the Region currently 
produced from the amount that the PSD projected the Region would use by 2050. That number was                                    . 
ACRPC compared that number with VEIC’s projections for the Region’s Energy use, which remained at 266,000 MWh, a 
very flat projection.8   Based upon VEIC’s projection, ACRPC choose the lower end of the targets developed by DPS and 
NRPC, creating Regional targets for new energy production of 173,491 MWh, including 7,008 MWh of new hydro 
production. After subtracting the 7,008 MWh of new hydro generation, ACRPC divided the remaining 166,483 of new 

 
7 See Table 12, p. 7-69 of the Addison County Regional Energy Plan (2018). 
8 See Table 8, p.7-52 of the Addison Regional Energy Plan documenting current usage and  
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solar and wind generation among the 21 municipalities the Region serves by applying a formula based upon population 
and upon the potential new acres of solar or wind facilities available.   Using the methodology described, ACRPC 
calculated that in order to meet the State’s 90 x 50 goals, Vergennes will have to annually produce an additional 6,550 
MWh of electricity per year from renewable energy sources by 2050 (Table 12) (See also the Addison County Regional 
Energy Plan, Table 19 page 7-92 (2018).  
 

Table 12. Renewable Generation Targets 2025 2035 2050 

Total Renewable Generation Target (in MWh) 2161.74 4323.48 6550.73 
 
As noted previously, Vergennes currently uses 21,971 MWh of electricity (Table 7) (or 21,971,000 kWh). Vergennes 
residential electric usage is projected to increase, largely because of the increased use of electric heat pumps and 
electric vehicles. However, Vergennes is unique among municipalities in the Addison Region because approximately 70% 
of its current electrical use stems from its commercial accounts. Vergennes commercial use is projected to decrease 
significantly by 2050, largely due to assumed innovation and efficiency. Because of the significant percentage of 
commercial usage in Vergennes, its overall electrical usage is also expected to decrease.  Accordingly, assuming 
Vergennes current renewable energy production remains the same, its total goal for 2050 will be approximately 18,012 
MWh, a figure just slightly less than its current usage.  
 
This projection looks 30 years into the future. The data comes from different sources. Within this context, the projected 
usage is very similar to the projected targets. However, 30 years is a long time away. Vergennes should continue to plan 
and adjust these targets as future needs and conditions dictate.  
 
ACRPC and the City of Vergennes recognize these targets as a framework for renewable energy generation. The City has 
developed goals and actions for energy conservation and generation that support the attainment of Vermont’s energy 
goals, while also considering the demand required by residents and businesses. Lastly, given the lack of realistically 
viable wind energy in Vergennes and the restrictions Vergennes has placed on wind generation, Vergennes believes the 
majority of new energy it generates will stem from solar energy, followed by wind, bio-mass and perhaps more efficient 
use of its hydroelectric generation potential. Assuming most new generation will be solar, Vergennes will need to allow 
approximately 5.34MW of new generation in the City (This assumes a 1 MW solar facility yields approximately 
1226MWh of production).  Interestingly, the potential generation from Vergennes’ rooftops is nearly 3 times larger than 
the target. Conversely, if Vergennes were to employ all ground mounted technology, just over ten 500 kW solar facilities 
using a total of approximately 40 acres of land could satisfy the Vergennes targets.  
 
Since Vergennes has the luxury of having significantly more area for generation potential than it needs to meet its goals, 
Vergennes has chosen to enthusiastically encourage the use of rooftop generation. Vergennes has also chosen to extend 
the limitations on industrial scale wind development in the entire City and limit small commercial facilities (<100kW) to 
its Northwest and Southwest Regions. Similarly, Vergennes has chosen to prohibit ground mounted 
commercial/industrial solar development from all its Residential Districts.  
 
Maps depicting the “Local Constraints” prohibiting solar and wind development and “Preferred Sites” for each type of 
development are attached as Maps 5 and 7.  

Land Use and Generation Pathways to Implementation - Goals, Policies and Recommended Actions 

In order to meet the energy generation targets cited elsewhere in this document, Vergennes promotes the following 
Goals, Policies and recommended Actions for itself and its citizens. 

Goal 

A. Plan for increased electric demand in partnership with Green Mountain Power and Efficiency Vermont. 
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 Policies and Recommended Actions 

 

1. Lead by example. Encourage the use of renewable energy production in City buildings, the school, large 

employers and residences. 

a. Investigate and support the installation of additional municipal solar and/or wind net-metering facilities 

that are compliant with the standards enumerated in this plan to offset municipal electric use. 

 

2. Support the development and siting of renewable energy resources in the City that are in conformance with 
the goals, strategies, and mapping outlined in this energy plan.  Support responsibly sited and responsibly 
developed renewable energy projects, which shall include solar panels, wind turbines and all associated 
supporting infrastructure. 
b. Investigate and support installation of community-owned renewable energy project(s) that are compliant 

with the standards enumerated in this plan to allow Vergennes citizens to participate in the economic 

benefits of local energy production.   

 
3. Favor the development of generation utilities in identified preferred locations over the development on 

other sites. 

Goal 

B. Promote Land Use planning that supports reducing energy usage and conserving resources 

 Policies and Recommended Actions 

4. Encourage settlement patterns that reduce travel requirements for work, services, and recreation. 

a. Encourage development of compact neighborhoods within Commercial, High Density Residential and 

Medium Density Residential Planning Areas.  

b. Explore establishing a Neighborhood Development Area. 

c. Support the stores, restaurants and other businesses in the downtown area.  

d. Allow infilling of existing large-lot development where higher density development is desirable and 

appropriate. 

e. Provide opportunities for appropriate home occupations and telecommuting. 

f. Support continued improvements in broadband connectivity and encourage telecommuting. 
 

 

 

 

Section VI. Community Standards for Siting Energy Projects 

Since Vergennes has the luxury of having significantly more area for generation potential than it needs to meet its goals, 
Vergennes has chosen to regulate the siting of energy projects both on a macro scale by creating prohibited and 
preferred areas, and on a project scale through the following standards. 

SOLAR: 

Residential scale solar projects, defined as grid-connected net-metered projects less than 15 kW, whether rooftop or 
ground mounted, are encouraged in all areas of the City of Vergennes. Owners are encouraged to use the siting 
standards noted below when siting their array on their property. 
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Net metered commercial solar projects, defined as any project subject to Rule 5.100 governing net-meter solar arrays 
and ranging in size from 15kW – 500kW are encouraged in Vergennes, subject to the siting criteria below, within the 
preferred areas as designated by this Plan and depicted on Map 5. They will also be allowed, subject to review pursuant 
to the siting criteria below, in areas with no “Known Constraints” as depicted on Map 3. Map 3 shows that Vergennes 
has designated its Downtown, Historic, High and Medium Density Residential Districts as local “Known Constraints”. 
Accordingly, commercial scale solar projects are prohibited from those planning Regions. 
 
Commercial solar projects of a size greater than that permitted by the net-metering rules (>500kW) are prohibited in the 
City of Vergennes. 
 
1. Siting: 
Where a project is placed in the landscape constitutes the most critical element in the aesthetic siting of a project. Poor 
siting cannot be adequately mitigated. Accordingly, all solar energy generation projects proposed in Vergennes must 
evaluate and address the proposed site’s aesthetic impact on the surrounding landscape. 
 
Good sites have one or more of the following characteristics: 

● Building and roof-mounted systems; 
● Ground-Mounted and Free Standing Solar Collectors; 
● Systems located in close proximity to existing larger scale, commercial, industrial or agricultural buildings; 
● Proximity to existing hedgerows or other topographical features that naturally screen the proposed array from 

view  from at least two sides; 
● Reuse of former Brownfields or otherwise impaired property; 
● “Preferred” areas as defined by the Public Utilities Commission Rule 5.100 governing net metered sites; 
● Sites designated as “preferred” areas by this Plan. 
 

Poor Sites have one or more of the following characteristics: 
● No natural screening; 
● Topography that causes the arrays to be visible against the skyline from common vantage points like roads or 

neighborhoods; 
● The removal of productive agricultural land from agricultural use; 
● Sites that require public investment in transmission and distribution infrastructure in order to function properly; 
● Sites designated as “Known Constraints”. 

 
Mass and Scale: Industrial scale solar arrays may need to be limited in mass and scale, and/or have their mass and scale 
broken by screening to fit in with the landscape. The City of Vergennes has chosen to cap the mass and scale of any solar 
development to the maximum size allowed by Rule 5.100 of the Vermont net metering program. Accordingly, solar 
facilities greater than 500kW in size are prohibited in the City of Vergennes. 

 
2. Mitigation methods:  
In addition to properly siting a project, solar developers must take appropriate measures from the list below to reduce 
the impact of the project: 

● Locate the structures on the site to keep them from being “skylined” above the horizon from public and private 
vantage points; 

● Shorter panels may be more appropriate in certain spaces than taller panels to keep the project lower on the 
landscape; 

● At a minimum, all solar arrays must observe the setback restrictions contained in Act 56 governing solar 
installations. However, developers are encouraged to increase setbacks to at least those listed in the Municipal 
Zoning Regulations within the Zoning District in which it lies; 
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● Use the existing topography, development or vegetation on the site to screen and/or break the mass of the 
array; 

● In the absence of existing natural vegetation, the commercial development must be screened by native 
plantings beneficial to wildlife and pollinators that will grow to a sufficient height and depth to provide effective 
screening within a period of 5 years. Partial screening to break the mass of the site and to protect public and 
private views of the project may be appropriate; Plantings shall be made in accordance with a screening 
maintenance plan, included with application for and made a condition of the project’s Certificate of Public Good. 
Plants shall be native species that are beneficial to wildlife and pollinators. When installing pollinator plantings, 
the development should follow the voluntary pollinator-friendly solar standards as defined by the Solar Site 
Pollinator Habitat Planning & Assessment Form available on the UVM website at: 

https://www.uvm.edu/sites/default/files/Agriculture/Pollinator_Solar_Scorecard_FORM.pdf 
a) Such screening maintenance plan shall include at a minimum: 

(i) A schematic showing the location of both existing and planned planting material, earthwork and 
structures. 

(ii) A plant material list including all plants to be made as part of the screening, listed by both common and 
botanical name, the size at installation, expected size at maturity, and expected number of years to 
maturity. 

(iii) The name, telephone number, street address, and e-mail address of the person or persons responsible for 
screening installation and maintenance, the timing of installation, and a plan for ensuring year-round 
screening maintenance. 

(iv) A copy of an on-going screening maintenance contract (which may have commercially sensitive price 
terms redacted). Such contract shall be for a term of no less than three years. 

(v) Pre-construction photographic images of the site to document the site’s condition prior to planting or 
project construction. These images shall set the standard for decommissioning. 

b) The screening requirements of this Section apply year-round during the entire period of existence of 
a project, whether or not a solar project is still in service. Screening must remain in place and be 
maintained until a project has been fully decommissioned or deconstructed and the site restored to 
its condition prior to installation or construction. 

c) Where new screening materials must be installed or planted, natural, living, or native screening 
materials, such as native trees and shrubs, shall be used in lieu of artificial screening materials such 
as walls, fences, and other structures; provided, however, that limited use of artificial screening 
materials is permissible to the extent that 
 (i) the use of living screening in that area is not feasible, and 
(ii) the artificial screening is of size, scale and materials that are consistent with the character of the 
surrounding neighborhood and landscape. All planting must be completed within four weeks of the 
date on which the solar project first feeds electricity onto the electric grid (the “in service date”), or 
in the case of new commercial development the completion of principal construction. A solar 
project with an in-service date falling during frozen ground conditions must complete all plantings 
by May 31 of the same year. 

d) Maintenance of landscaping and screening shall be the joint responsibility of the developer and 
property owner on which the project is constructed, maintained and operated. Screening 
maintenance shall include at a minimum: watering, dead heading, trimming where appropriate, 
prompt replacement of any diseased, damaged or dead plant material, and control of invasive 
species, and in the case of any project such obligations shall be a condition of and enforced through 
any Certificate of Public Good granted by the PSB, or any successor administrative agency having 
jurisdiction over such project. 

● The siting of solar equipment shall minimize view blockage for surrounding properties. As an example, a 
landowner may not site an array on his or her property in a location calculated to diminish the visual impact of 
the array from his or her residence but places the array immediately within their neighbor’s or the public’s 
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viewshed. Locating solar equipment in a manner designed to reduce impacts on neighbors or public viewsheds 
constitutes reasonable mitigation; 

● Use black or earth tone materials (panels, supports fences) that blend into the landscape instead of metallic or 
other brighter colors). 

WIND: 

The City of Vergennes will support wind projects that conform to the provisions of these siting standards: 
 

Residential (on property) Scale Wind consists of a single tower less than 120 feet high generating less than 15kW of 
energy. They are encouraged within the City of Vergennes and are encouraged to site their project pursuant to the 
standards below and those contained within the guidelines in this publication of the PSD for small turbines 
http://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Renewable_Energy/Resources/Wind/psb_wind_siting_han
dbook.pdf   and using the scoring system therein, be reasonably construed to score below the “significant” zone.   

 
Community (Commercial) Scale Wind consists of 1 or more towers all less than 200 feet high (so as not to require night 
lighting) and producing less than 1 MW of electricity. Community Scale wind projects are encouraged in Vergennes, 
subject to the siting criteria below, within the preferred area as designated by this Plan and depicted on Map 7. They will 
also be allowed, subject to review pursuant to the siting criteria below in areas with no “Known Constraints” as depicted 
on Map 3. Map 3 shows that Vergennes has designated its Downtown, Historic, High and Medium Density Residential 
Districts as “local Known Constraints”. Accordingly, community (commercial) scale wind projects are prohibited from 
those planning Regions.     

 
Industrial Scale wind consists of wind projects with a total capacity of greater than 1MW or with a tower or towers taller 
than 200 feet or requiring night lighting for any reason. The City of Vergennes prohibits industrial scale wind.  

 
1. Siting: 
Where a project is placed in the landscape constitutes the most critical element in the aesthetic siting of a project. Poor 
siting cannot be adequately mitigated. Accordingly, all wind generation projects proposed in Vergennes must evaluate 
and address the proposed site’s aesthetic impact on the surrounding landscape. 

 
Good sites have one or more of the following characteristics: 

● Systems located in close proximity to existing larger scale, commercial, industrial or agricultural buildings; 
● Proximity to existing transmission system to minimize the new infrastructure required to serve the project; 
● Reuse of former impacted property or brownfields that have qualified for and are listed in the State of Vermont 

Brownfield program; 
● Significant isolation distances from existing residential uses to allow the noise from the turbine to dissipate to a 

level of at least the State decibel standard before it reaches the property line; 
● Sites designated as “preferred” areas by this plan. 
 

Poor Sites have one or more of the following characteristics: 
● A location in proximity to and interfering with a significant viewshed; 
● Sites that require public investment in transmission and distribution infrastructure in order to function properly; 
● Sites impacting significant natural resources; 
● Sites designated as “Known Constraints”. 
 

2. Mitigation methods: 
In addition to properly siting a project, wind developers must take appropriate measures from the list below to reduce 
the impact of the project: 

http://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Renewable_Energy/Resources/Wind/psb_wind_siting_handbook.pdf
http://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Renewable_Energy/Resources/Wind/psb_wind_siting_handbook.pdf
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● At a minimum, all wind turbines must observe setback restrictions such that if a tower falls, the entire structure 
will land on property owned or controlled by the tower’s owner. Commercial Developers must increase setbacks 
to mitigate noise to State decibel standard and mitigate shadowing impacts; 

● Use white or other colored materials (tower, hub blades) and earth tones for ground infrastructure or fences 
that blend into the landscape instead of metallic or other brighter colors). 

TRANSMISSION: 

1. Siting: 
Good sites have one or more of the following characteristics: 

● Systems located in close proximity to existing larger scale, commercial, industrial or agricultural buildings; 
● Proximity to existing hedgerows or other topographical features that naturally screen the proposed corridor 

from view from at least two sides; 
● Shared or neighboring ROW with other transmission or transportation infrastructure; 
● Sites designated as “preferred” areas by this Plan. 
 

Poor Sites have one or more of the following characteristics: 
● No natural screening; 
● Topography that causes the lines to be visible against the skyline from common vantage points like roads or 

neighborhoods; 
● The removal of productive agricultural land from agricultural use; 
● Sites designated as “Known Constraints”. 
 

Height and Scale: Industrial scale transmission lines may need to be limited in height and scale, and/or have their height 
and scale broken by screening to fit in with the landscape. In Vergennes, transmission projects with tower heights 
greater than 72 feet are higher than the tree line and nearly all other structure within the City. They cannot be 
adequately screened or mitigated to blend into the landscape and are therefore must be designed to travel 
underground or to limit the total height of the structures to 72 feet. 

 
2. Mitigation methods: 
In addition to properly siting a project, transmission developers must take appropriate measures from the list below to 
reduce the impact of the project: 

● Consider burying the transmission infrastructure in sensitive areas; 
● Locate the structures on the site to keep them from being “skylined” above the horizon from public and private 

vantage points; 
● Shorter towers may be more appropriate in certain spaces than taller towers to keep the project lower on the 

landscape; 
● Developers are encouraged to increase setbacks away from public roads to reduce the views of the 

infrastructure; 
● Use the existing topography, development or vegetation to screen and/or break the mass of the transmission 

facility; 
● In the absence of existing natural vegetation, the commercial development must be screened by native 

plantings beneficial to wildlife and pollinators that will grow to a sufficient height and depth to provide effective 
screening within a period of 5 years. Partial screening to break the mass of the site and to protect public and 
private views of the project may be appropriate; 

● Use black or earth tone materials that blend into the landscape instead of metallic or other brighter colors. 
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SUBSTATIONS  

1. Siting: 
Where a project is placed in the landscape constitutes the most critical element in the aesthetic siting of a project. Poor 
siting cannot be adequately mitigated. Accordingly, all energy generation and transmission projects proposed in the 
Region must evaluate and address the proposed site’s aesthetic impact on the surrounding landscape. 

 
Good sites have one or more of the following characteristics: 

● Systems located in close proximity to existing larger scale, commercial, industrial or agricultural buildings; 
● Proximity to existing hedgerows or other topographical features that naturally screen the proposed array from 

view from at least two sides; 
● Reuse of former impacted property or brownfields that have qualified for and are listed in the State of Vermont 

Brownfield program; 
● Sites designated as “preferred” areas by this Plan. 
 

Poor Sites have one or more of the following characteristics: 
● No natural screening; 
● Topography that causes the sub-station to be visible against the skyline from common vantage points like roads 

or neighborhoods; 
● A location in proximity to and interfering with a significant viewshed; 
●  The removal of productive agricultural land from agricultural use; 
● Sites designated as “Known Constraints”. 
 
 

2. Mitigation methods: 
In addition to properly siting a project, substation developers must take appropriate measures from the list below to 
reduce the visual of the project: 

● Locate the structures on the site to keep them from being “skylined” above the horizon from public and private 
vantage points; 

● Shorter structures may be more appropriate in certain spaces than taller structures to keep the project lower on 
the landscape; 

● Developers shall meet setbacks equal to those listed in the Municipal Zoning Regulations within the Zoning 
District in which it lies; 

● Use the existing topography, development or vegetation on the site to screen and/or break the mass of the 
substation; 

● In the absence of existing natural vegetation, the substation must be screened by native plantings beneficial to 
wildlife and pollinators that will grow to a sufficient height and depth to provide effective screening within a 
period of 5 years; 

● Partial screening to break the mass of the site and to protect public and private views of the project may be 
appropriate; 

● Practice a “good neighbor policy”. Site the sub-station so that it creates no greater burden on neighboring 
property owners or public infrastructure than it does on the property on which it is sited; 

● Use black or earth tone materials (panels, supports fences) that blend into the landscape instead of metallic or 
other brighter colors. 

 
Projects found to have poor siting characteristics pursuant to the standards contained in Section 1 of this Energy Plan 
that cannot be mitigated by the mitigation methods contained in the policy, violate these standards regarding orderly 
development.  
 
Vergennes shall not apply the siting standards so strictly so as to eliminate the opportunity to meet its electrical 
generation targets.  
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DECOMISSIONING AND RESTORATION: 

All projects shall be decommissioned at the end of their useful life pursuant to the requirements contained in Rule 5.900 
of the Vermont Public Utility Commission rules. In Vergennes, the requirements of section 5.904 (A) shall apply to 
commercial scale solar installations greater than 100 kW. 

 


